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BC HMI Panel Studio Release Notes 

Release notes June-2009 v0.99B3 to Marc-2020 v2.31 

 

V2.31(2003):2020/03/20 

1. Modification is made to support the new version(V1.39(2003)) recorder. 

 

V2.31:2020/01/15 

1. Modification is made to support the new version(V1.39) recorder. 

 

V2.30:2019/11/05 

1. Modification is made to support the new version(V1.38) recorder. 

 

V2.29:2019/10/04 

1. Modification is made to support the new version(V1.37) recorder. 

 

V2.28:2019/06/26 

1. Historical Viewer is revised. 

 

V2.27:2019/06/11 

1. Modification is made to support the new version(V1.36) recorder. 

2. Maximum decimal points is now 8. 

3. Add property 'DateTimeFormat' for RealtimeAlarmBox and HistoricalAlarmBox. 

4. Add property 'TimeFormat' for RealtimeTrendBox and HistoricalTrendBox. 

5. Add new function "PrintPopup()". 

6. Bug Fixed:System goes wrong when the parameter is out of range for function 'SetSystemDateTime'. 

7. Bug Fixed:PictureBox behaves abnormally for ImageLayout.None and ImageLayout.Center. 

 

V2.26:2019/01/17 

1. Historical Viewer is revised. 

 

V2.25:2018/11/16 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.35) recorder. 

2. Users can select 'Ignore' to override part of the existing data when it conflicts with system time. 

 

V2.23: 2018/05/25 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.33) recorder. 

 

V2.22: 2018/01/11 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.32) recorder. 

2. Bug Fixed: Item "SetPrintTitle" appears under the tree node "Sound" in the function editor. 

3. Add a new model named "PR20F". 

 

V2.21: 2017/10/16 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.31) recorder. 

 

V2.20: 2017/08/15 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.30) recorder. 

2. Bug Fixed: A long tag name will be cut by calling function "PrintHistoricalData". 

3. The opc tag list sometimes will be updated incompletely after leaving opc config UI. 

 

V2.14: 2017/05/10 

1. Bug fixed: Revision for Historical Viewer(V4.34). 

 

V2.13: 
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1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.23) recorder. 

2. Bug fixed: Uploading a project of older version from a device causes an error. 

 

V2.12: 2017/02/16 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.22) recorder. 

2. Add new function "SetPrintTitle()". 

3. Change the minimum width of a popup page from 170 to 50. 

 

V2.11 2017/01/04 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.21) recorder. 

 

V2.10 2016/11/8 

1. Modification is made to support the new version (V1.20) recorder. 

2. Bug fixed: Alarm messages won't be translated on alarm banner. 

 

V2.02 2016/9/13 

1. Bug fixed: Revision for Historical Viewer. 

 

V2.01 2016/5/13 

1. Bug fixed: The values of enhanced objects show incorrectly for rounding. 

2. Bug fixed: The properties "Minimum" and "Maximum" of enhanced objects behave incorrectly after loading a project. 

3. Add function: The field "Message" of alarm setting can now be translated at design time. 

4. Add function: Add a property "Mask Password" for textbox components. 

 

V2.00 2016/1/21 

1. String-Hex option adds in Conversion of Receive of Universal of General in Connection¡¨ 

2. String-Hex option adds in StringDefin of General String of Transmit of Universal of General in Connection¡¨  

3. Adds new model HMI1060 in Resolution of Project mode 

4. Alarm and Event message support the multi-language translation 

 

V1.34 2015/2/4 

1. In a project,  using the "Line "object create a line with panel studio of old version which line will become a point when 

this project is opened from the panel studio V1.33 

2. The customer project is defined the Multi-language translation with panel studio of old version which Multi-language 

translation will be missing when the project is opened from the panel studio V1.33    

 

V1.33 2014/12/25 

1. Bug fixed: To improve the latest time of historical data exceed the latest time of  Realtime  when user execute the 

ZoomAll function to update the historical data. 

2. Bug fixed:  To improve  the letter position cannot be aligned issue.  

3. Bug fixed:  In order to Improve  the transparent color was unable to use in WinCE of PC 100 processor , we have 

redefined the palette setting . 

4. Bug Fixed: To improve the backlight of display was unable to close completely when the value of ScreenSaver  is set to  

0. 

5. Bug Fixed:  To improve the BarCode Reader was unable to focus issue. 

6. New function: String Tag support retentive function. 

7. New function: The Element of the Recipe function supports the String Tag option. 

8. Modify: User Script support  the File Explorer(); called. 

9. New function: PosPrinterCutPaper and PosPrintStringOutput• functions adds in Function Edit. 

10. Bug fixed:  In the Expression of the User Script enter some words and then delete it ,  it will come out that  previously 

was deleted words when user directly execute  a "paste function" . 

11. Bug fixed: When the Label, TextBox, Button objects was included in  the "Group Panel ".these objects will be showing 

incorrect after doing a  zoom rate function at "Group Panel" . 

12. Bug fixed:  The size of Textfont  in "Environment" was already limited input  greater than  72 or less than 8 values. 
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13. Bug fixed: Adding second kind language in "Language" of the Project Explorer , if the first word of  language's content 

is same like with the system information  it will cause the translation incorrect .  For example: Start Download > Start 

14. Bug fixed: Using Line object draw a horizontal line from left edge to right edge in screen  , but the both termination of 

line with the screen is unable to connect properly . 

15. Bug fixed: To improve the softkeyboard was always showing on the top. 

16. Bug fixed:  Simultaneously Open the two projects in a short time, it will come out an error message. 

17. Modify: "Alt" key of softkeyboard is removed. 

18. Modify: The "Scan Mode" and "Type" in the "Tag" of Project Explorer support Muti-select. 

19. Modify: To improve the Objects was unable to showing highlight when the Object is chosen by mouse click in first 

time. 

20. Modify: The "Screen" of Project Explorer support "copy" function. 

21. Modify: Muti-Select of "Tag" is removed the "Delete" function from the keyboard. 

22. Bug fixed: While the user scrip go through the "object" item to add a system tag . The program will bring this tag  into 

the expression immediately , but if the user continue to use  the" wheel even "of mouse , it will bring more tag into the 

expression 

23. Bug fixed: The parameters of GUI is not matching with the "property grid" in TextBox. 

24. Modify: DigitalLED, DigitalBox Label objects support 16 Hex showing. 

25. Modify: DigitalLED support the TextAlign function. 

26. Bug fixed: One Tag to be defined two kind property of work group will cause the PLC No Response showing on 

screen when the customer is doing a change page. 

27. New function: adds fileExplorer and Openfiles function in Function Edit. 

 

 

 

V1.32 2014/06/03 

1. Bug fixed: In design time, it will be unable to overstep the screen size  when user use the mouse to move the objects  , 

2. Bug fixed: it will show a message as " maximum must be > minimum" when user input a zero value in the column of 

maximum of TextBox object,  

3. Bug fixed: in design time, User use " line" function  to do a rectangle object and then execute the zoom rate to 200% , 

the four corners of rectangle will be unable to link properly. 

4. New function:  In Function Edit adds "PosPrinterCutPape" and "PosPrinterStringOutput" function.  

5. New function: OEM Tool adds the "Title panel" and "Title font" function. 

6. Bug fix: In order to solve the installation fail issue (like Japan, Australia, Russian issue), we add the detection 

mechanism for regional font judgement . 

7. Modify: From the Other Networks remove the BacNet protocol. 

8. Bug fix: While the user go through the script to update the value of external Tag to internal Tag ,this internal Tag will be 

hung up when the COMM. Error is showing in external Tag. 

9. Bug fix: While the "drop down action" of the ComboBox object is opened In the Popup screen, it will show the Error 

message when the user directly execute the close button of the Popup screen. 

10. Modify:  The speed of script checking is improved 

 

V1.31 2014/03/06 

1. Bug fixed: Use the comma as a decimal symbol's country, running the project of panel studio will happen something 

wrong when user project's content have included the comma in objects, 

2. Bug fixed:  In "connection" of panel studio create two type protocols and some tag, when user delete one of the two 

protocols, it will also delete the other protocol's tag simultaneously. 

 

V1.30 2014/02/12 

1. Bug Fix: In the design time user disable (invisible) the "No" item of Realtime Alarm box.  In the run time user click 

button to go to Realtime Alarm Page, it will appear panel.exe error message while alarms is full in one page.                

2. Bug Fix: OPC server with IP address more than 10, OPC server will hang in saving OPC tag.  this bug is fixed and OPC 

server support to 64 IP address. 

3. Bug Fix: The OPC tag value will be showing "comm error" transitorily When user get into screen page in first time,   
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4. Bug Fix: User has one label binding TagC, one script with TagC = TagA-TagB.  When TagB happen Comm Error; 

Panel.exe error will come out. 

5. Bug Fix: Fix error of Combo item over 10. 

6. Bug Fix: Output CSV file limitation 3450000 column is removed.  

7. Bug Fix: Once external communication is interrupted, HMI and PC comes out PLC no response, but Comm.error does 

not show in Objects. 

8. Bug Fix: Fix error of Panel studio failure when user does not install OPC server.  

9. Bug Fix: Symbol Factory fix Japanese character number. 

10. Bug Fix: In Project Explorer/Setting, character is fixed to unique font, no other font would appear.  

11. Bug Fix: User script supports Japanese language. 

12. Bug Fix: Icon on Project/Project Status and Object Properties/Event Function Edit are removed. 

13. Bug Fix: Fix incorrect time format different with Environment/DateTimeFormat coming out when HMI startup; 

14. Bug Fix:  Fix script window comes front of other applications. 

15. Bug Fix: when a tag is changed, other Tag name which content the same letters will be changed at the same time. 

16. Bug Fix: Fix error of tag binding objects, copy and paste source Tag, the Tag binded to the object become the last 

duplicated 

17. Bug Fix: Fix error of 'From' has become a Japanese word "to" in part of some animation setting in some objects. 

18. Bug Fix: Fix error of XYchart's range high set with character and application comes out panel error. 

19. Bug Fix: Fix error of Datalog in Project Explorer-> Setting by Japanese language. 

20. Bug Fix:  For Japanese version. Fix error of "File" ¡÷ "Save As the name of the project", and the name of the window 

appears "has become a new project". 

21. Bug Fix: spelling error IsDataLoging into IsDataLogging. 

22. Bug Fix: For Japanese version, translate Millisecond into Japanese language. 

23. Bug Fix: Fix error of delete two lines of recipe at once. 

24. Bug Fix: Fix panel error when operate Build and Offline simulation -> Stop -> Download. 

25. Bug Fix: Fix error of HI crash while project is downloaded into HMI and user presses Run button or else other function 

buttons at the same time. 

26. Bug Fix: Softkey board of textbox always appear at the center and top-left when HMI is at runtime. 

27. Bug Fix: Fix error of object textFont is set as Italic, the left letter would be cut off 1/3. 

28. New feature : Disable Project Explorer ->Setting-> Language. User cannot select language in Project Explorer -> 

Setting. 

29. New feature : Add one more function of deleting object from property window. 

30. New feature: Add "X" button in window right-top side. 

31. New feature: Add matching language help when Panel Studio starts up. 

32. New feature: Transfer No.(number) into corresponding language. 

33. New feature: Add Tag searching. 

34. New feature: Panel studio Project Explorer->Language default setting depends on Panel Studio Environment-

>General->Language setting.  e.g. General-> Language: Jap, Project Explorer->Language default language:Jap.  

35. New feature: Default language installation on Panel Studio depends on OS environment language. e.g. OS : Jap, 

Panel Studio installation:Jap.  

36. New feature: Line match to matrix Dot. 

37. Modify : Communication performance improvement  

38. New feature: Project Explorer internal item (setting, connection ....) add extra scroll bar . 

39. New feature: offline Simulator remove ICON on Title bar. 

40. New feature: setting->Resource->TextFont adding/removing Font will automatically update to Environment->Object 

default setting->TextFont->Name selection item. 

41. New feature: setting->Resource->TextFont remove Font. which font will be replaced the Default Font in Inside Object. 

42. Modify: DataLog->Type item , Hide Bytime option 

43. New feature: Security add password parameter setting, user could set password in design time. If password is blank 

without setting, user should set password by himself at 1st time login during run time. 

44. Bug Fix: Button events click, release and pressed response, Mouse’s should keep in Button range. 

45. Bug Fix: Button events Click set to GotonextPage, Release set to SetValueToTag.  After user execute click function , 

GotonextPage is executed , but  SetValueToTag is not.  (User return to original page , button is still on press status) .       

46. Modify: In GUI of TextBox. Number input limit is same as Properties’ limit(Int32's Limit). 
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47. Bug Fix: In DataTimeLabel, DataFormat or TimeFormat is clear as blank , time and date will come out error. 

48. Bug fix: Button change Text first up , and then changeTagBinding , click confirm button. Text is not changed. 

49. Bug fix: User press "Delete" button for SystemTag.  SystemTag will be removed. 

50. Bug fix: After User script is copied , user just only paste one time. 

51. Bug fix:  In design time, user use keyboard's left/right button to move cursor In Properties Text. but It will not move 

cursor, it move Objects. 

52. Bug fix: In Security , It could remove Administrator when user press Delete button. 

53. New feature : Add Snap function to the 1st point of (Line) Object for drawing vertical and horizontal line easier. 

54. Bug fix: modify Modbus slave communication to improve communication speed under 100ms  

55. Modify: Update multi-language. To map more English word to more other language. 

56. Bug fix : Setup one connection protocol, and then add another protocol, select type General, click to select first 

protocol, the configuration changes            

57. Bug fix: Enter Object's location greater than page size, the object will actually appear outside of the page. 

58.Bug fix: "Mouse Event"  frequency cause screen to freeze, when reading recipes from PLC. 

59.Bug fix: Popup window can be assigned location of show. 

60.New feature : Brazil Portuguese language adds. 

61.Bug fix: Improvement OutOfMemory issue,  when memory was used to less than 20%. the program will automatically 

release previous to be used memory.     

62.Bug fix: Siemens communication when a DB is monitored in OPC client , certain selected tags show bad quality in 

communication , but if they are clubbed with tags which have good quality in communication then these certain tags show 

good communication in quality. 

63.New feature: HMI Script manual adds. 

64.New feature: SystemTag -> LogoutTime adds. 

65.Modify: Siko driver is improved and  FD Tag adds. 

66.Bug fix: Panel Studio makes a line break not between two words it makes it directly in a word.  

67.Modify: From PC download project to HMI and running,  The loading bar in HMI will be moved down location 

automatically when the panel studio project have put the image file in project start image . 

68.Modify: Improve the speed of display  and change page .          

 

V1.27 2013/05/24 

1. Bug fix: Button combined with Siemensnet DB tag , DB tag name with space makes communication error. Sunware 

updates OPCSIEMENSNET.DLL (OPC V3.51_2)  

2. Bug fix: While the Activated of Event in the property of screen page was set as "SetHintorical TrendBox ("Previous 

Page")" or (" Last Page "), it will  come out the error message when the [PLC No Response} message appears in HMI.               

3. Bug fix: Customize.exe creates incorrect default path after user choose the select tab as last tab(Setup Wizard) and 

execute Make action;  and this  incorrect default path would not bind company name and Logo into the application, which 

is created by Customize.exe. 

4. Bug fix: While the Poweron action setting is chosen Project in the Control Center of HMI, the project screen will 

disappear in the next poweron When  the [PLC No Response] message appears in HMI 

 

V1.26  2013/03/28 

1. Bug fix: Improve the communication error issue of OPC FATEKNETRUN protocol . 

2. Bug fix: The OEM Panel studio software will show incorrect company name in the "About" (empty character issue). 

3. Bug fix: Using ModbusRTU protocol to get data form HMI to PLC in a short time will happen reading data mistake.  

4. Bug fix: Running the ModbusTCP protocol project in HMI , it will appear "PLC NO Response after one day".( register 

address of Fatek PLC issue) 

5. Modify: The column of User Name will be changed to bigger column in LogIn dialog Box. 

6. Bug fix: While The gain parameter of Tag is not one, It will be showing very big value (92233720368547........) in PC 

when the value of Tag is an Error value. 

7. Modify: LogIn and LogOut dialog supports Multi language. 

8. Bug fix: It will jump a soft keyboard when the user is very quick to press "Up" and "Down" button of NumericUpDown in 

HMI. 

9. Bug fix: Execution "CopyBlockfromTagBtoTagA" function in OffLin Simulation mode will be fail. 
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10. Bug fix: It will be hung Up when the user Execute "SaveHistoricaltoFile" function in HMI then appear the "PLC No 

response" dialog. 

11. Bug fix: Running the project process will be showing the Control Center screen in HMI when the user project is very 

large 

12. Bug fix: While user don't execute the compiler, it will be showing "Cannot find Panel.exe" message when user directly 

execute the Online Simulation. 

13. Bug fix: Tag value of Offline simulation will not be updated when the scan rate of Tag is more than 4 second. 

14. Bug fix: In the runtime, via the script increase the ListBox Item, it will not be showing Scroll Bar in the ListBox object 

when the List Item is more than the List size. 

15. Bug fix: Downloading the project to HMI and then running project, it will be showing "There is no row at position 0" 

message when user detects the conversion in the design time. 

16. Bug fix: The KB4288-V3(hotfix) will be duplicated installation in PC when the user install the Panel Studio software. 

17. Bug fix: While alarm type( DEV+/-) is set as a negative value, Alarm message will still exist in "RealtimeAlarmBox" 

even if user made the "acknowledge" action. 

18. Bug fix: OPC OPCABLOGIXNET protocol support string type and improve communication speed. 

19. Bug fix: Total pen of alarm in Realtime Alarm Box will not match with the "NumberofHistoricalAlarm" of System tag 

after execution the "dump data and alarm" function when the flash memory is less than 5 %.  

20. Bug fix: Protocol ModbusSlave fix bug of multiple address at COM2 RS485.   

21.Bug fix: While the list box of "SetroomRate" is appeared in HMI, it will be hung up when the "PLC no response" 

message is showing.  

22. New function: Add new function of Modbus Slave Dynamic ID at RS485/RS422 protocol .  

23. New function: In order to improve reboot failure of system because of the Flash Memory fault , we will add a function 

of recovering image in the Eboot of  Flash Memory.                        

24. Bug fix: HMI software issues with Windows date/time issues in some languages retested and resolved   

 

 

 

V1.24 2012/08/14 

1. Modify: The speed of communication respond is improved in the Panel Studio V1.24. (Digital respond) 

2. Bug fix: It will show incorrect value in the numeric softkey board when the user very quickly inputs the same value in a 

short time (Revised image version V1.24). 

3. Bug fix: It is not proper to execute the panel studio software When the user uses the Windows Vista OS in PC (DotNet 

issue). 

4. modify: In order to improve the jamming issue of communication Adds automatically adjustable Scan Rate function in 

the program inside of panel studio . 

5. modify: It will show the [PLC NO Respond] message in HMI when the device is in the communication error. 

6. New function: Protocol Config adds [CC-Link, BacNet] in the Other Networks. 

 

V1.25 2012/11/26 

1. Bug fix: Opening the CSV files will show incorrect content of Text except the English language.  

2. Bug fix: It will show the ERROR value when the customer use OPCYASKAWAMPNE protocol in HMI  

3. Modify:  In order to be compatible with next generation recorder we modify the Download and Upload function of Panel 

Studio software 

4. Modify:  The column of CSV file will be supported 3456000 columns. 

5. Bug fix: The Scroll Bar function will be locked when the ListBox object is showing the Scroll Bar in HMI 

6. Bug fix: The content will not be shown properly when the content of the ComboBox object goes beyond the scope of 

the screen In HMI450 

7. Bug fix: While the project is compiled in the panel studio, it will show the error message when the length of text content 

is more than 192 characters in the WordLamp, BitLamp object. 

8. Bug fix: Showing the visible function is incorrect by the script trigger in some Basic and Enhanced object When the user 

changes the page and goes back to the previous page.  

9. Bug fix: The foreColor function will be showing incorrect in the BitLamp when the default value of Tag is one and the 

user restarts the HMI. 

10. Bug fix: While the Text size of Object is too big ,it will affect the speed of Changing page.  
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11. Bug fix: GIF files in the PC is not working properly. 

12. Bug fix: In order to improve the data loss of Flash Memory because of the power outage, we change the format of 

partition from FAT to TFAT 

13. New function: Protocol Config adds [SIKO] in the General 

14. Bug fix: When the user updates image and then calibrates the touch screen, downloads from PC project to HMI and 

then restart the HMI, running project will be failed.(registry OPC fail).         

15. Bug fix: Running the demo project will lose some objects in the French OS.  

16. Bug fix: It will remains the Mouse cursor in HMI when user used the mouse in HMI and then unplug the mouse and 

then restart HMI. 

17. Bug fix: Using the "up" or "Down" arrow of NumericUpdown object to increase value will be failed in pc of French OS. 

18. Modify: The KeyPro of Panel studio software supports the Win 8 OS. 

 

 

V1.23 2012/07/13 

1. Modify: The program conversion BitmapFile files method is changed in the panel studio V1.23. 

2. Modify: The default Scan Rate of Analog tag is changed from 100 ms to 1000ms and digital tag is changed  from 

100ms to 400ms. 

3. New function: The [SetRealtimeTrendBox] of the Function Edit adds the [Start],[stop] function. 

4. New function: System tag [CurrentRecipeDataRecordNumber] added. 

5. Modify: The Record Name in the Recipe view object can be changed in the Runtime. 

6. Modify: The insert function in the Recipe view object is removed.  

7. Modify: The recipe of the Function Edit adds the [ReadRecipeFromTagByNumber] function. 

8. Modify: Installer application of panel studio support multiple language. 

9. New function: System tag [SamplingOverLoaded] added. 

10. New function: The scan rate of the Tag item supports multiple selects.  

11. New function: The scan rate of [object default setting] in the environment supports Digital, Analog, String default 

setting. 

12. Bug fix: When the memory full message is appeared in HMI, Event job of Alarm by Alarm trigger will not be executed. 

13. Modify: The Control Character of Transmit item in Universal protocol supports the Extended Character of ASCII.           

14. Bug fix: The apply function is disabled automatically in the Block item of ModBusSlave When the user alters the 

[Name] and [Function] or [Length] in the same time 

 

V1.22 2012/05/07 

1. New function: The item "other" in the advanced of Control Center adds [DO Reverse] function. 

2. Bug fix: It will return an error message when the dialogue of LogEvent function is appeared and this event is not 

finished by the user before the LogEvent is appeared again. 

3. Bug fix: When Digital output function is selected in the PopUp page, in the Screen page the same Digital output 

function will fail.  

4. Bug fix: Though the Symbolfactory object uses security level, the security level remains invalid in the runtime . 

5. Bug fix: It will appear two messages in the same time when you execute the "delete" function in the VoiceRecorder 

object of PC. 

6. Bug fix: It will return an error in Output area of panel studio in the compiler period when the record function is used 

period in the VoicRecorder object  as long as directly close the project of pc. 

7. Bug fix: As long as no installation of audio card in HMI, it will return to control center in the runtime of HMI when you 

execute the start record function and stop function in the VoiceRecord 

8. Bug fix: The Retentive function in the HMI is fail. 

9. New function: The item [other] in the advanced of Control Center adds [Set Volume] function . 

10. Bug fix: Even directly close the project in MHI, it will not stop to play audio when user play audio period . 

11. Bug fix: The size in the ListBox object will be changed incorrectly in the design time when the user uses zoom rate 

function from 100% to the other zoom rate and go back to 100%. 

12. Bug fix: The adjustment of the month date in the [SearchByTime] function of HMI will fail. 

13. Bug fix: While showing the "SD card cannot work" message in the HMI, Running the project will be hung up. 

14. Bug fix: The "Comm Error" will not be triggered when The digital type in the external Tag property is selected. 
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15. Bug fix: Some parameters of the [Setting] will be updated to the new project automatically when user use the [new 

project] function to create project  after finishing present project.  

16. Bug fix: It will show the moving traces in the runtime of HMI when the [Square] and [Enablemove] function is selected 

in the Rect object. 

17. Bug fix: While User used BitmapFile function of Button, BitLamp, WordLamp, PictureBox in the project, It will return an 

error message when user uploads project from HMI to PC two times continuously 

18. Bug fix: It will accumulate the page name in the screen shortcut pop-up when user uses the [new project],[recently], 

[open project] function. 

19. Bug fix: It will return an error message when user uses BitmapFile function in the [Button], [BitLamp], [WordLamp], 

[PictureBox] Object after changing the path of Graphics in the Environment.  

20. Bug fix: The property of ModbusSlave Tag should be 0, but it remains 1, if user uses 2 control buttons to control one 

digital output.                 

21. Bug fix: Running the project in the HMI will return an error message when the Visible and Enable function of Object 

are used in the script of Read expression in Conversion of the Tag .  

22. Bug fix: While mapping the Tag of ModbusMaster to the Tag of ModbusSlave, it will map to wrong address when the 

start address doesn't begin from 0 sequentially in ModbusMaster.  

23. Modify: Panel Studio software V1.22 or latest must go with OPCServer V3.51 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V1.21  2012/03/29 

1. Bug fix: The Objects location and size will be changed when you change the zoom rate in the design time. 

2. Bug fix: When the memory full message appears in HMI, you choose Dumping data to USB, after that all of the Alarms 

will not be triggered. 

3. Bug fix: Saving project to USB in the HMI will lose the Group.cfg file.  

4. Bug fix: Saving project with 75% zoom rate in the design time, the program will save 100% zoom rate automatically . 

Next time you open the project, but some pages still keep in 75% zoom rate status .  

5. Modify: In the Runtime item of the setting, the project storage function is removed. 

 

V1.20  2012/03/12 

1. New function: print driver adds in the control center. 

2. Modify: The BackColor of some object [Label, Button, Bitlamp, WordLamp....] supports the transparent function. 

3. Bug fix: Text box object, impossible to enter 2.01. It shows 2.00. 

4. New function: Group and Ungroup function adds. 

5. Modify: the size of the column in Table object now can be adjusted. 

6. Modify: input position of the value in the TextBox and NumericUpdown object was at the left side but now is at the right 

side. 

7. Modify: Now user can adjust the column of appearance in the alarm banner object. 

8. Modify: Remove the Profiles view object and add The [XY Chart] object.  

9. New function: HistoricalTrendBox Adds the [IndexTimeTag] function. 

10. Modify: Now in the general item adds BackColor and ForeColor function.  The BackColor and ForeColor function only 

showed in the band item before. 

11. Modify: Released function of Event was invalid before when you pressed the button and left the button field, but now 

the released function is valid even  if you leave the button field.  

12. Modify: The Recipe View object adds the [HideFunctionKey] and [BorderStyle] function. 

13. New function: In the FunctionEdit list adds the [SetRecipeView] function. 

14. New function: The scan mode of the Tag in the project explorer adds the [automatic] mode. Before the [always] mode 

was a default mode but now it changes to the [automatic] mode. If the scan mode of the Tag selects the [automatic] 
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mode, the [automatic] mode will change to the [always] mode automatically in the  background of the program while you 

use the following function [data log, Alarm ,Scrip, scheduler, RealtimeTrendBox, startup event, shutdown event] during the 

compiling period. The rest functions will change to [OnActivePage] mode automatically            

15.New function: the common item in the recipe object of GUI Adds the [No] function. 

16. Modify: In the Tag list, Alarm list, data log list now can rearrange the sequence and add  [Copy and paste] function but 

the [Copy and paste] function   just supports internal tag . 

17. Modify: The [Date Time format] of object will base on the setup of [Date Time format] in control panel of PC. 

18. New function: The clock of instrument in control center of HMI adds the [TimeFormat] function. 

19. New function: In the system item of Alarm & Event adds [Log ]and [print] function. 

20. New function: In the User item of Alarm & Event adds print function. 

21. New function: when you double click the error message in the Output area of the Panel studio, it will jump to the error 

automatically. 

22. New function: the project of Control Center adds [Download] and [Upload] function. 

23. Modify: Alarm banner Adds a [message] item and remove the [clear time] item. 

24. Modify: Historical Alarm Box remove the [Ack, Clear time] item. 

25. Modify: Realtime Alarm Box remove the [Clear time] item. 

26. New function: scale object Adds [reverseScale] function. 

27. New function: The FunctionEdit list adds the [log Event] function. 

28. New function: from the Historical viewer of PC, through Net login to the HMI . it will show log event in alarm list of the 

HMI. 

29. New function: In the FunctionEdit list adds the [SetRealtimeTrendBox] function. 

30. New function: In the scheduler Adds the [Millisecond] function. 

31. New function: In the FunctionEdit list adds the [StartBeep] and [StopBeep] function. 

32. New function: In the FunctionEdit list adds the [SaveHistoricalToFile] function. 

33. New function: In the FunctionEdit list adds the [PrintScreen],[printHistoricalAlarm], [printHistoricalData] function. 

34. New function: In the FunctionEdit list adds the [SaveScreenToFile] function. 

35. New function: In the GUI of button Adds the [TagBitNo] function. 

36. Modify: The option of [TagBitNo] adds a Disable function in the Button object and drawing object. 

37. New function: In the Runtime of the Setting adds the [Alarm Sampling rate] and [Project start image] and [Data log 

storage] function. 

38. New function: the Tag of the project explorer adds the Conversion function and remove the Conversion function from 

[The other Network] and  [ModbusSlave/ModbusSlaveTCP]. 

39. Modify: The Read Holding Register AO (4XXXX) and Write Input Register AI (3XXXX) Change the register quantity 

from 256 to 1024 in the  [ModbusSlave/ModbusSlaveTCP]. 

40. Bug fix: The datastore folder will produce incorrect data (directory recursion) in the HMI When the datastore function is 

used in the project running for a short time then turn off and turn on the power. Sometimes it will cause the directory 

recursion issue but this issue only happens in the HMI6410 Image (WinCE R2).  

41. Bug fix: When the image data is too big in the project, it causes system error in the HMI. Before the image data would 

be stored to the system memory in HMI now it will store to the flash memory .  

42. New function: The [digitalBox], [Label], [DigitalLED],[BitLamp],[WordLamp] objects Adds The [SecurityLevel] function 

in the common item of the GUI . 

43. Bug fix: When the login dialogue appears and the screen saver is triggered in HMI, the screen will not wake up by 

touching the screen. 

44. Bug fix: when the content of item in CombolBox of GUI  has an empty line between the item and item. after closing the 

project and reenters GUI , It will cause the error message. 

45. New Function: the [SetHistoricalTrendBox] of the Function Edit adds the [SetZoomRate], [SearchByTime] function. 

46. Modify: The general item of Historical trend Box Remove the [DataLocation] item. 

47. Modify: The common item of all objects remove [Visible] and [Enable] function. 

48. Modify: The content of the function Edit and the system item of scrip based on category rearrange the function 

location .    

49. Modify: The [copy block from TagB to TagA] function changes the block quantity from 999 to 80 . 

50. Modify: The Recipe function changes the Element quantity from 999 to 80. 

51. Modify: If you are downloading project to HMI by internet, It would fail. 
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V1.11 2011/10/24 

1. The [panel studio setup] item of The Customization adds the [Module] function. 

 

V1.10 2011/08/08 

1. New function: System tag [CurrentRecipeName] and [CurrentRecipeDataRecord] added. 

2. New function: Basic Objects [ProfileView] added. 

3 .Bug fix: Compiler return an error when you do [SetSystemDateTime] on a button event. 

4. Modify: Text column of the following objects [Lable, Button, WordLamp, BitLamp, Check Box] allowed one line before 

now has no limit. 

5. New function: panel studio can be used in eighteen languages. 

6. Bug fix: The function of Audio device can't be recorded  

7. Modify: Microsoft DotNet Framework update version to V3.5 

8. Bug fix: Install the panel studio software to the win 7 home premium 64 Bit OS will show an error message. 

9. Bug fix: Hebrew language, windows7, home premium, 32 bit, panel studio installation problems-not creating desktop 

shortcut 

10. Bug fix: Retentive tags, analog type not working properly in HMI  

11. New function: The FunctionEdit list adds [GoToPageByNumber],[DumpData],[DumpAlarm],[ClearData],[ClearAlarm] 

functions. 

12. New function: In [Edit] of The menu bar adds [Up, Down, Left, Right] functions  

13. New function: Protocol Config adds [ModbusSlave and ModbusSlave TCP ] in the general. 

14. New function: Protocol Config adds [CANopen, DeviceNet, EtherCAT, EtherNet_IP, ProfiNetIO] in the Other Network.                                                                    

15. New function: Protocol Config adds [OPCTeco, OPCTecoInverter] in the OPC Server. 

16. New application: The Remote viewer adds. 

 

 

 

V1.02 2011/03/16 

1. New function: The FunctionEdit list adds [GotoNextControl] and [EditInputTag] function. 

2. New function: In the some Object there is additional function called [Event] and its function is [Click] 

3. Modify: The SD card storage has same functions as flash memory in this version 

4. New function: In the some Objects add [Soft Keyboard] and [TextAlign] function 

5. New function: Objects Visibility control from digital type Tag  

6. New function: Objects event now can be enabled/disabled via Tag.  

7. New function: Beckhoff ADS Ethernet OPC server added 

   

V1.01 2011/02/18 

1. Bug fix: The alarm type of [Alarm & Event] list will show incorrect type during the design time. 

2. Bug fix: Install the panel studio software to Windows 7.  64 Bit OS will show an error message. 

3. Bug fix: The Text in the button object of GUI will fail to update when the Tagbinding binds a Tag after changing the 

Text.  

4. Bug fix: The value of digital Tag in the [RealtimeAlarmBox] will show incorrect value in the Runtime when the Alarm 

type of the digital Tag is set to [Comm.Error]. 

5. Bug fix: When the Tags of ProfiBus Slave use [Copy block from TagB to TagA] function, it will show incorrect value. 

6. New function: The FunctionEdit list adds [EditValuetoTag] function. 

7. New function: Protocol Config adds [ModBus Slave] in the Other Network. 

8. New function: The HistoricalTrendBox can read historical data from USB port. 

9. New function: System tag LanguageIndex added. 

10. Modify: Objects refresh time with in screen now linked with Tag scan time. Earlier it is fixed at 1 sec.  

11. Modify: System tag [CurrentPage] modified from Read only to Read/Write.  

 

V1.0  2011/01/10 

1. New function: Protocol Config adds ProfiBus DP-Slave in the Other Network 

 

V0.99B3 
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1. Bug fix: Realtime alarm box and alarm banner show a very big value (17000000000000.....) 

2. Bug fix: When the value of NumericUpDown is changed, it will copy TagB to TagA. Therefore the value of TagA is 

wrong. 

3. Bug fix: If the alarm job sets function to [go to PopUp] then HMI and PC will hang while the alarm is triggered. 

4. Bug fix: Run the LogIn function will show an error message 

5. Bug fix: The function "New" in the recipe view will show an error message when there is no recipe number chosen by 

the user. 

6. Bug fix: The function [Copy Block from TagB to TagA] is incomplete. 

7. Bug fix: The revised screen size in the PopUp Screen of GUI returns to the default screen size. 

8. Bug fix: Install the panel studio software to the windows XP 64 Bit OS will show an error message.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


